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Programming Assignment 2:  
Due 11:59 PM, Friday October 8  

Combining Locality, Thread and SIMD Parallelism: 

The following code excerpt is representative of a common 
signal processing technique called convolution.  Convolution 
combines two signals to form a third signal.  In this 
example, we slide a small (32x32) signal around in a larger 
(4128x4128) signal to look for regions where the two 
signals have the most overlap. 

for (l=0; l<N; l++) { 
    for (k=0; k<N; k++) { 
      C[k][l] = 0.0; 
      for (j=0; j<W; j++) { 
        for (i=0; i<W; i++) { 
           C[k][l] += A[k+i][l+j]*B[i][j]; 
        } 
      } 
    } 
  }   
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Programming Assignment 2,  cont. 
• Your goal is to take the code as written, and by 

either changing the code or changing the way you 
invoke the compiler, improve its performance. 

• You will need to use an Intel platform that has the 
“icc” compiler installed. 

-  You can use the CADE Windows lab, or another Intel 
platform with the appropriate software. 

- The Intel compiler is available for free on Linux platforms 
for non-commercial use. 

- The version of the compiler, the specific architecture and 
the flags you give to the compiler will drastically impact 
performance. 

• You can discuss strategies with other classmates, but 
do not copy code.  Also, do not copy solutions from 
the web.  This must be your own work. 
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Programming Assignment 2, cont. 
• How to compile 

- OpenMP (all versions): icc –openmp conv-assign.c 

• Measure and report performance for  five versions of 
the code, and turn in all variants: 

-  Baseline: compile and run code as provided (5 points) 
- Thread parallelism only (using OpenMP): icc –openmp conv-

omp.c (5 points) 
- SSE-3 only: icc –openmp –msse3 –vec-report=3 conv-sse.c 

(10 points) 
-  Locality only: icc –openmp conv-loc.c (10 points) 
-  Combined: icc –openmp –msse3 –vec-report=3 conv-all.c (15 

points) 

• Explain results and observations (15 points) 
• Extra credit (10 points): improve results by 

optimizing for register reuse 
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If you are using Linux (from mailing list) 
• Download from Intel for noncommercial use 

-  http://software.intel.com/en-us/articles/non-commercial-
software-download/ 

• Large data structures on the stack may get 
segmentation fault 

- Try "ulimit -s <large number>” 
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Hints and Suggestions on the Assignment 
• There are no absolute answers 

- And the only incorrect answers are when you change the 
program and get the wrong answer 

• The goal is to improve performance through 
optimization 

• You can only speculate on what is happening based on 
measured performance 

- Observe changes in performance 
-  You may even be wrong, but the important thing is to have a 

reasoned argument about why the performance changed 
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Today’s Lecture 
• Go over questions on programming assignment 
• Discussion of Task Parallelism in Open MP 2.x and 3.0 
• Sources for Lecture: 

- OpenMP Tutorial by Ruud van der Pas 
      http://openmp.org/mp-documents/ntu-vanderpas.pdf 
-  Recent OpenMP Tutorial 
http://www.openmp.org/mp-documents/omp-hands-on-

SC08.pdf 
- OpenMP 3.0 specification (May 2008):  
   http://www.openmp.org/mp-documents/spec30.pdf 
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OpenMP Data Parallel Summary 
• Work sharing  

-  parallel, parallel for, TBD 
-  scheduling directives: static(CHUNK), dynamic(), guided() 

• Data sharing  
-  shared, private, reduction 

• Environment variables 
- OMP_NUM_THREADS, OMP_SET_DYNAMIC, 
OMP_NESTED, OMP_SCHEDULE 

• Library  
-  E.g., omp_get_num_threads(), omp_get_thread_num() 
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Conditional Parallelization 
if (scalar expression)  
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#pragma omp parallel if (n > threshold) \ 
shared(n,x,y) private(i)   {      
#pragma omp for      
for (i=0; i<n; i++)          
    x[i] += y[i];    
} /*-- End of parallel region --*/  

Review: 
    parallel 
    for 
    private 
    shared  

 Only execute in parallel if expression evaluates to true  
 Otherwise, execute serially  

SINGLE and MASTER constructs 
• Only one thread in team executes code enclosed 
• Useful for things like I/O or initialization 
• No implicit barrier on entry or exit 

• Similarly, only master executes code 
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#pragma omp single {  
    <code-block>  
}  

#pragma omp master {  
    <code-block>  
}  

Also, more control on synchronization 
#pragma omp parallel shared(A,B,C)  
{ 
   tid = omp_get_thread_num(); 
   A[tid] = big_calc1(tid); 
  #pragma omp barrier 
  #pragma omp for 
  for (i=0; i<N; i++) C[i] = big_calc2(tid); 
  #pragma omp for nowait 
 for (i=0; i<N; i++) B[i] = big_calc3(tid); 

  A[tid] = big_calc4(tid);  
} 
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General: Task Parallelism   
• Recall definition (p. 88 in textbook): 

- A task parallel computation is one in which parallelism is 
applied by performing distinct computations – or tasks – at 
the same time. Since the number of tasks is fixed, the 
parallelism is not scalable. 

• Common use of task parallelism = Producer/consumer 
(see textbook pages 134-139) 

- A producer creates work that is then processed by the 
consumer 

-  You can think of this as a form of pipelining, like in an 
assembly line 

- The “producer” writes data to a FIFO queue (or similar) to 
be accessed by the “consumer” 
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OpenMP sections directive 

#pragma omp parallel 
{ 
#pragma omp sections 
#pragma omp section 

 {{ a=...; 
 b=...; } 

#pragma omp section 
 { c=...; 
 d=...; } 

#pragma omp section 
 { e=...; 
 f=...; } 

#pragma omp section 
 { g=...; 
 h=...; } 

} /*omp end sections*/ 
} /*omp end parallel*/ 
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Parallel Sections, Example 
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#pragma omp parallel default(none)\         
shared(n,a,b,c,d) private(i)   {      
   #pragma omp sections nowait     {        
      #pragma omp section 
         for (i=0; i<n; i++)      
            d[i] = 1.0/c[i]; 
      #pragma omp section    
         for (i=0; i<n-1; i++)      
            b[i] = (a[i] + a[i+1])/2;              
   } /*-- End of sections --*/    
} /*-- End of parallel region  

Tasks in OpenMP 3.0 
• A task has 

-  Code to execute 
- A data environment (shared, private, reduction) 
- An assigned thread that executes the code and uses the 

data  

• Two activities: packaging and execution 
-  Each encountering thread packages a new instance of a task 
- Some thread in the team executes the thread at a later 

time 
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Last Year’s Programming Assignment 
// PRODUCER: initialize A with random data 
void fill_rand(int nval, double *A) {   
for (i=0; i<nval; i++) A[i] = (double) rand()/1111111111;   
} 

// CONSUMER: Sum the data in A 
double Sum_array(int nval, double *A) {   
double sum = 0.0;   
for (i=0; i<nval; i++)  sum = sum + A[i];     
return sum; 
} 
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Aside, How do you Read/Write a FIFO? 
• The FIFO is in global memory and is shared between 

the parallel threads 
• How do you make sure the data is updated 
• Construct to guarantee consistent view of memory 

-  Flush: make sure data is written all the way back to global 
memory 
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Example:  
Double A; 
A = compute(); 
Flush(A);  

Solution to Producer/Consumer 
#pragma omp parallel 
{ 
#pragma omp section 
{ 
   fillrand(N,A); 
   #pragma omp flush 
   flag = 1; 
   #pragma omp flush(flag) 
} 

#pragma omp section 
{ 
    while (!flag) 
       #pragma omp flush(flag) 
   #pragma omp flush 
   sum = sum_array(N,A); 
} 
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Motivating Example: Linked List Traversal 

•   How to express with parallel for? 
- Must have fixed number of iterations 
-  Loop-invariant loop condition and no early exits 

• Convert to parallel for 
- A priori count number of iterations (if possible) 
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........     
while(my_pointer) {                
     (void) do_independent_work (my_pointer);              
     my_pointer = my_pointer->next ;     
} // End of while loop           
........  

OpenMP 3.0: Tasks! 
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my_pointer = listhead;     
#pragma omp parallel    {        
   #pragma omp single nowait       {           
       while(my_pointer) {            
          #pragma omp task firstprivate(my_pointer)            {                
             (void) do_independent_work (my_pointer);            
           }             
           my_pointer = my_pointer->next ;           
       }        
   } // End of single - no implied barrier (nowait)     
} // End of parallel region - implied barrier here 

firstprivate = private and copy initial value from global variable 
lastprivate = private and copy back final value to global variable 
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Summary 
• Completed coverage of OpenMP 

-  Locks 
-  Conditional execution 
- Single/Master 
- Task parallelism 

-  Pre-3.0: parallel sections 
- OpenMP 3.0: tasks 

• Next time: 
- OpenMP programming assignment 
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